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Direct Testimony of Robert R. Stephens 
 
 

Q PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 1 

A Robert R. Stephens.  My business address is 16690 Swingley Ridge Road, 2 

Suite 140, Chesterfield, MO 63017. 3 

 

Q WHAT IS YOUR OCCUPATION?   4 

A I am a consultant in the field of public utility regulation and a principal with the firm of 5 

Brubaker & Associates, Inc. (“BAI”), energy, economic and regulatory consultants. 6 

 

Q PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE. 7 

A This information is included in Appendix A to my testimony.   8 

 

Q ON WHOSE BEHALF ARE YOU APPEARING IN THIS PROCEEDING? 9 

A I am appearing on behalf of the Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”).  The 10 

IIEC is an ad hoc group of industrial customers eligible to take power and energy or 11 

delivery service from Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd” or “Company”). 12 
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Q WHAT IS THE SUBJECT OF YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY? 13 

A In this testimony, I discuss IIEC’s position on cost recovery riders and the inequity of 14 

ComEd’s proposed cost recovery of its proposed Advanced Metering Infrastructure 15 

Pilot Program (AMI Pilot), in terms of the mismatch between cost incurrence and cost 16 

recovery.  In addition, I will propose a modified cost recovery mechanism which will 17 

better match the cost recovery to the AMI Pilot’s program costs. 18 

  The fact that I do not address an issue should not be interpreted as tacit 19 

approval of any position taken by ComEd or any other party.   20 

 

Q PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS. 21 

A My recommendations and conclusions can be summarized as follows: 22 

1.  I do not believe it is necessary or appropriate for ComEd to implement a rider to 23 

recover the relatively modest, predictable, and controllable costs associated with 24 

the AMI Pilot program. 25 

2.  If the Commission approves rider recovery of the AMI Pilot costs in this case, it 26 

should not be precedential for the recovery of full scale AMI deployment or 27 

recovery of Smart Grid investments other than AMI. 28 

3. ComEd’s cost recovery proposal is unfair and unreasonable because it seeks to 29 

collect an excessive amount of costs from certain customer classes who will not 30 

receive a proportionate share of the meters or Customer Applications and, thus, 31 

have not contributed to the costs of implementing the program, or caused the 32 

costs to be incurred. 33 

4. I propose to allocate costs incurred by ComEd as a result of its AMI Pilot based 34 

on the weighted meter allocation factors from the last delivery services rate case, 35 

Docket No. 07-0566 and also used in the current rate investigation in Docket No. 36 
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08-0532.  This allocator matches how meter costs would be allocated to customer 37 

classes in a rate case.  I have developed composite allocators that will allow for a 38 

straightforward computation of monthly customer charges for each delivery class.  39 

This will provide a fair and easily administrable recovery of allowable AMI Pilot 40 

costs. 41 

 

Q PLEASE SUMMARIZE COMED’S PROPOSED AMI PILOT. 42 

A ComEd seeks approval of a pilot program for installing and evaluating AMI metering 43 

technology and related utility and customers’ applications.  The AMI Pilot will involve 44 

the installation of approximately 141,000 meters in selected portions of the greater 45 

Chicago metropolitan area.  ComEd plans for the AMI meters to be installed and for 46 

the pilot to be fully functional before the beginning of participating customers’ June 47 

2010 billing period.  For a more detailed discussion of the AMI Pilot, please see the 48 

Direct Testimony of ComEd witness Ross C. Hemphill, ComEd Ex. 1.0. 49 

 

Q WHAT DOES COMED SPECIFICALLY REQUEST IN ITS PETITION? 50 

A ComEd requests that the Commission approve its AMI Pilot as described in its 51 

petition and testimony and authorize recovery of its costs as provided under Rider 52 

AMP, as amended.    53 

 

Q WHAT IS RIDER AMP? 54 

A Rider AMP is a cost recovery rider that ComEd implemented as a result of the 55 

Commission’s decision in Docket No. 07-0566, where the Commission approved 56 

ComEd’s then-proposed Rider SMP for the limited purpose of implementing “Phase 57 

0,” the smart meter installation pilot that is the subject of this proceeding.  ComEd 58 
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filed Rider AMP on January 6, 2009, as authorized by the Commission, but the rider 59 

has had no impact on customer bills to date, as ComEd’s pilot program has not yet 60 

been approved and, thus, recoverable expenses have not yet been incurred.   61 

 

Q DID PARTIES HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT ON RIDER AMP WHEN IT 62 

WAS FILED BY THE COMMISSION IN JANUARY 2009? 63 

A No.  My understanding is that ComEd made this filing as a “compliance filing” and the 64 

Commission allowed it to take effect without hearing or without taking comments from 65 

any parties as to the propriety of the rider as filed by ComEd.  Therefore, this 66 

proceeding provides parties the first opportunity to comment directly on Rider AMP.   67 

 

Q PLEASE DESCRIBE BRIEFLY COMED’S CURRENT RIDER AMP. 68 

A ComEd’s Rider AMP specifies what types of charges are permissible for rider 69 

recovery and provides a recovery mechanism, where customers would be required to 70 

pay for approved rider charges through a percentage adder on their bills.  This 71 

percentage adder is referred to as the “AMP%” which is an equal percentage for all 72 

customers, but can vary by quarter.  The AMP% charge is applied to the summed 73 

cost of customers’ primary delivery service rate charges, namely the customer 74 

charge, meter charge, distribution facilities charge and rental charge, and will appear 75 

as an add-on item on customers’ bills. 76 

 

Q PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW COMED HAS PROPOSED TO AMEND RIDER AMP. 77 

A ComEd has requested in its Petition to include specific AMI-related “Customer 78 

Applications” to be piloted along with AMI technologies.  According to the direct 79 
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testimony of Mr. Hemphill, at page 2, ComEd’s Customer Applications are not 80 

authorized by current Rider AMP and their costs are not recovered through that rider. 81 

  In addition, in a supplement to its Petition, ComEd seeks Commission 82 

approval of further amendments to Rider AMP that would permit cost recovery from 83 

ratepayers for a return on and of investment expenditures related to the Company’s 84 

investment in federal stimulus projects.   85 

 

Q WHICH ASPECT OF COMED’S PETITION ARE YOU ADDRESSING IN YOUR 86 

TESTIMONY? 87 

A My testimony is limited to the recovery of costs associated with ComEd’s proposed 88 

AMI Pilot under Rider AMP.  I address both the cost recovery of the AMI meters and 89 

related investment as well as cost recovery of ComEd’s proposed Customer 90 

Applications.  I also address IIEC’s objection to cost recovery riders such as Rider 91 

AMP. 92 

 

Q WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF COMED’S COST RECOVERY PROPOSAL? 93 

A ComEd’s cost recovery proposal is unfair and unreasonable because it seeks to 94 

collect an excessive amount of costs from certain customer classes who will not 95 

receive a proportionate share of the meters or Customer Applications and, thus, have 96 

not contributed to the cost of implementing the program or caused the costs to be 97 

incurred. 98 

  ComEd’s proposal matches neither cost incurrence nor is it commensurate 99 

with the benefits that ComEd claims will be derived from its proposed AMI Pilot. 100 
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Q DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION AS TO THE PROPRIETY OF A RIDER MECHANISM 101 

FOR THE RECOVERY OF COMED’S AMI PILOT PROGRAM COSTS? 102 

A I do not believe it is necessary or appropriate for ComEd to implement a rider to 103 

recover the relatively modest, predictable and controllable costs associated with the 104 

AMI Pilot program.  I provided a lengthy discussion about why rider mechanisms are 105 

inappropriate for this kind of cost recovery specifically and should be avoided 106 

generally in my direct and rebuttal testimonies in Docket No. 07-0566.  I generally 107 

disagree with rider recovery in all but the most extraordinary circumstances.  As I 108 

explained in my Direct Testimony in Docket No. 07-0566, ComEd’s Rider SMP, which 109 

became Rider AMP for the purposes of the AMP Pilot, suffered from the following 110 

problems: 111 

• It shifts risks from the utility to customers; 112 

• It constitutes a form of single issue ratemaking; 113 

• It distorts or compromises incentives to prudent utility operations; and 114 

• It introduces cross subsidies.1 115 

  In the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 07-0566, at page 143, the 116 

Commission adopts Rider SMP for the limited purpose of implementing Phase 0 of 117 

AMI deployment. 118 

  If the Commission approves the continuation of rider recovery of the AMI Pilot 119 

program costs in this case, it should not be precedential for the recovery of full scale 120 

AMI deployment or recovery of Smart Grid investments other than AMI, for the 121 

reasons I briefly outlined above.   122 

 

                                                 
1 See Corrected Direct Testimony and Exhibit of Robert R. Stephens, IIEC Exhibit 1.0 in 

Docket No. 07-0566, at pages 19-35, for a more detailed discussion.   
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Q WHAT COSTS DOES COMED PROPOSE BE RECOVERED UNDER RIDER AMP? 123 

A According to Exhibit 5.03 of the Direct Testimony of ComEd witness Martin G. Fruehe 124 

(ComEd Exhibit 5.0), the costs will be recovered under Rider AMP as shown in Table 125 

1, below: 126 

 

 
Table 1 

 
ComEd Expected AMI Pilot Expenditures 

 
Capital (AMI Meters and Related Infrastructure) 
 

$46,957,214 

O&M (AMI Meters and Related Infrastructure)2   $2,219,566 

Capital (Customer Applications) 
 

  $2,190,000 

O&M (Customer Applications) 
 

$10,429,500 

TOTAL 
 

$61,796,280 

   

  As shown above, $49,176,780 (80%) will be recovered for the AMI meters and 127 

related infrastructure while $12,619,500 (20%) will be recovered for Customer 128 

Applications. 129 

 

Q HOW MANY METERS DOES COMED PROPOSE TO INSTALL IN ITS AMI PILOT 130 

PROGRAM? 131 

A ComEd proposes to install 141,000 advanced meters in the AMI Pilot.  According to 132 

ComEd’s response to IIEC Data Request No. 2.01, approximately 90% of the 133 

141,000 meters will be installed for residential customers.  Another approximately 8% 134 

of the meters will be installed for non-residential customers with demands less than 135 

                                                 
2 Public Information and Community Outreach costs. 
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400 kW.  Other non-residential customers, combined, account for approximately 1% 136 

of the advanced meters installed in the AMI Pilot. 137 

 

Q PLEASE DESCRIBE COMED’S PROPOSED CUSTOMER APPLICATIONS IN THIS 138 

DOCKET. 139 

A According to the Direct Testimony of Mr. Hemphill, at page 23, a Customer 140 

Application is a combination of technology, pricing programs, and support activities 141 

that are designed to assist retail customers in managing their own energy use and 142 

energy costs. 143 

  According to Mr. Hemphill, the Customer Applications are intended to yield 144 

statistically valid estimates of customers’ behavioral response to different types of 145 

information and energy management tools and different experimental rate options.  146 

 

Q PLEASE DESCRIBE THE CUSTOMER APPLICATIONS THAT ARE DIRECTED TO 147 

RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS. 148 

A Residential customers will be randomly assigned to 24 different combinations of 149 

control and experimental groups.  Each group will have a different rate and/or 150 

enabling technology. 151 

  ComEd’s proposed rate types include six options:  a flat energy rate, an 152 

Increasing Block Rate (IBR), a Critical Peak Pricing/Day-Ahead Real-Time Price 153 

(CPP/DA-RTP), a Peak-Time Rebate/ Day-Ahead Real-Time Price (PTR/DA-RTP) a 154 

Day-Ahead Real-Time Price (DA-RTP) and a Time-of-Use rate (TOU). 155 

  ComEd’s proposed enabling technologies include:  Web, Basic In-Home 156 

Display (IHD), Advanced IHD, and Programmable Communicating Thermostat 157 
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(PCT)/IHD.  ComEd’s enabling technologies allow customers to view their energy 158 

usage and in the case of PCT/IHD, automate their HVAC equipment. 159 

  For a more detailed description of ComEd’s proposed Customer Applications, 160 

see Attachment 4 to ComEd’s Petition, titled “AMI Assessment Customer Applications 161 

Plan” and page 27 of Mr. Hemphill’s Direct Testimony.    162 

 

Q ARE ANY OF ITS PROPOSED CUSTOMER APPLICATIONS DESIGNED FOR 163 

NON-RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS? 164 

A Basically all of the Customer Applications will apply to residential customers.3  165 

ComEd states the following at page 4 of Attachment 4 to its petition, “Commonwealth 166 

Edison Company’s AMI Assessment Customer Applications Plan,” 167 

“For non-residential customers, the scope includes approximately 168 
10,000 customers within the AMI footprint.  All of these customers will 169 
receive an AMI meter, will remain on their current rate, will be able to 170 
view their AMI data on ComEd’s website and will be able to download 171 
their AMI data to their own systems.  The non-residential group is a 172 
single group that will not be assigned to experimental controls and 173 
applications.” (emphasis added) 174 

  It appears from this statement that non-residential customers will merely be 175 

able to view their usage data, since their current rate will not change. 176 

  According to Mr. Hemphill’s direct testimony at pages 29 and 30, he states the 177 

following: 178 

“ComEd is not able, as a practical matter, to conduct a more general 179 
behavioral study of non-residential customers because of their much 180 
greater variation in energy use drivers and because larger customers 181 
may have energy control systems of their own. In addition, many more 182 
non-residential customers are under contract with alternative suppliers 183 
who offer a variety of their own pricing plans, which would further 184 
confound any such study. Selecting both pilot and peer control groups 185 
to perform a behavioral study was therefore not considered practical.” 186 

 
                                                 

3 See Mr. Hemphill’s Direct Testimony, at page 25, lines 531-536. 
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Q HOW DOES COMED PROPOSE TO RECOVER THE COSTS OF ITS PROPOSED 187 

CUSTOMER APPLICATIONS? 188 

A ComEd proposes to recover the Customer Applications costs via Rider AMP in the 189 

same manner as it recovers the costs of the AMI meters and related infrastructure. 190 

 

Q DOES RIDER AMP, AS PROPOSED BY COMED, EQUITABLY TRACK THE 191 

COSTS OR BENEFITS OF THE AMI PILOT PROGRAM FOR RECOVERY FROM 192 

CUSTOMERS? 193 

A No.  Although only approximately 1% of the meters will be installed on non-residential 194 

customer accounts above 400 kW, ComEd proposes to collect over 22% of the costs 195 

of the program from these customers.4  Furthermore, basically none of the Customer 196 

Applications costs will be expended on any non-residential customers, making the 197 

recovery of such costs from non-residential customers inequitable.   198 

 

Q ACCORDING TO COMED, WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED AMI 199 

PILOT TO NON-RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS? 200 

A In response to IIEC Data Request No. 2.08, ComEd describes the following benefits: 201 

For non-residential customers in the pilot footprint, there will be several 202 
direct benefits, including:  203 

• Availability of interval data on a daily basis, if utilized by customers, 204 
would enable them to potentially reduce consumption, thus reducing 205 
their monthly bill.  206 

• Meter will not have to be accessed by a meter reader.  207 

                                                 
4  Based on class revenue figures obtained from Docket No. 08-0532.  A more precise 

estimate would be based on ComEd’s response to IIEC Data Request 3.06(a), which sought the 
specific Rider AMP collection elements for each delivery service rate class.  However, ComEd’s 
response did not provide exactly the information requested.  If the more exact information is received 
and causes a significantly different result, I will seek to provide the information for the record. 
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• Use of data by suppliers may result in more efficient operations 208 
(better forecasting, better procurement methods which presumably 209 
would be passed on to the customer).  210 

For non-residential customers not in the pilot footprint, the benefits are 211 
more indirect, such as:  212 

• Pilot will give ComEd a better grasp of the benefits for a full AMI 213 
deployment, including how customers can use AMI technologies to 214 
conserve energy, save money, and benefit the environment. This 215 
will benefit all of ComEd’s customers.  216 

• Delivery service is variable with consumption and any reductions in 217 
ComEd’s operational costs will result in proportional savings to 218 
non-residential customers.  219 

 

Q PLEASE COMMENT ON COMED’S STATED BENEFITS FOR NON-RESIDENTIAL 220 

CUSTOMERS. 221 

A Most non-residential customers, particularly those above 400 kW, already have 222 

access to their interval data and use this data in managing their operations.  In my 223 

opinion, ComEd’s stated benefits are relatively minor, especially for customers over 224 

400 kW, and are much lower than the benefits that will be accrued by residential 225 

customers.5  Thus, they do not provide a basis for deviation from a cost incurrence 226 

standard for recovery.   227 

 

Q WHAT IS IIEC’S COST RECOVERY PROPOSAL WITH RESPECT TO COSTS 228 

INCURRED BY COMED AS A RESULT OF ITS AMI PILOT? 229 

A I propose to allocate costs based on the weighted meter allocation factors from the 230 

last delivery services rate case, Docket No. 07-0566 and also used in the current rate 231 

investigation in Docket No. 08-0532.  This allocator matches how meter costs would 232 

be allocated to customer classes in a rate case. 233 

 

                                                 
5 Some of the alleged benefits will accrue primarily to ComEd or suppliers, not customers. 
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Q WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? 234 

A This is important because Rider AMP’s main purpose is to allow ComEd cost 235 

recovery of AMI Pilot costs between the time of cost incurrence and the time that 236 

such costs can be reflected in base rates, i.e. a rate case.  It is my expectation that at 237 

the time of its rate case, ComEd will seek to move its AMI investments into rate base 238 

and will seek to recover appropriate test year operating expenses in base rates.  239 

Traditionally, and in ComEd’s current rates, meter costs are recovered from 240 

customers based on the weighted meter allocator that is used in the cost of service 241 

study.  This same allocator provides a basis for meter related expenses. 242 

  Since Rider AMP is essentially an interim or stop gap measure to recover 243 

meter-related costs, in periods between rate cases (when the investment cost can be 244 

properly attributed to customers through a cost of service study) it makes sense to 245 

recover those costs through the rider in a comparable way to how they ultimately will 246 

be recovered in base rates. 247 

  IIEC Exhibit 1.1 shows ComEd’s current weighted meter allocation factors for 248 

each of the customer delivery classes.   249 

 

Q IS YOUR RECOMMENDATION FOR COST RECOVERY IN THIS CASE 250 

CONSISTENT WITH WHAT YOU PROPOSED WITH RESPECT TO RIDER SMP IN 251 

DOCKET NO. 07-0566? 252 

A Yes.  In Docket No. 07-0566, ComEd proposed to collect costs for “Smart Grid” 253 

investments via Rider SMP, under a uniform cents per kWh basis.  In my direct 254 

testimony in that docket, at page 33, I stated that: 255 

“Collection of SMP costs on a single cents per kWh basis is egregious 256 
and unfair for the types of investments and costs contemplated under 257 
Rider SMP.” 258 
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  In its rebuttal testimony in that case, ComEd modified its proposed Rider SMP 259 

to collect the relevant costs from customers on an equal percentage of revenue basis, 260 

similar to what it proposes for Rider AMP.  In my rebuttal testimony in that case, I 261 

indicated that such an approach was an improvement over the equal cents per kWh 262 

recovery that ComEd had proposed in its direct testimony, but that it still would result 263 

in inequitable cost recovery, since meter costs are not allocated to customer classes 264 

on a percentage of revenue basis.  In this case, collection of AMI Pilot costs using a 265 

weighted meter allocator is fair for the types of AMI Pilot investments proposed by 266 

ComEd and addresses my concerns about recovery of these costs on a percentage 267 

of revenue basis as well.  268 

 

Q ARE THERE ANY OTHER EXAMPLES IN THE RECENT PAST, WHERE THE 269 

COMMISSION HAS APPROVED A COST RECOVERY MECHANISM THAT 270 

PROVIDES FOR COST RECOVERY TO BE COMMENSURATE WITH COST 271 

EXPENDED BY THE UTILITY IN THE PROGRAM? 272 

A Yes.  In ComEd’s Energy Efficiency and Demand Response plan case, Docket No. 273 

07-0540, the Commission approved energy efficiency and demand response 274 

programs and the associated cost recovery rider for ComEd.  Despite ComEd’s 275 

original proposal to recover costs from all customer classes on an equal cents per 276 

kWh basis, the Commission ultimately recognized the fairness of recovering costs 277 

from classes on a basis commensurate with cost incurrence, and approved different 278 
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cost recovery factors for classes in that case.6  The Commission referred to, and 279 

quoted, Section 9-241 in its discussion and conclusion on the matter in that case.7 280 

 

Q WHAT IS YOUR SPECIFIC PROPOSAL IN THIS CASE? 281 

A I recommend that if a rider is to be used for cost recovery, the AMI Meters and 282 

Related Infrastructure costs and Customer Application costs be recovered from the 283 

customer classes in a manner commensurate with cost incurrence. For the AMI 284 

Meters and Related Infrastructure costs, this is straightforward, using the classes’ 285 

weighted meter allocators, as previously discussed.  For the Customer Applications 286 

costs, such costs should be allocated solely to the classes for which the costs are 287 

incurred, namely the residential classes.   288 

  Once, the proper allocations are performed, I recommend composite recovery 289 

percentages be developed to determine how much of the approved cost recovery 290 

should come from each class, and that the cost recovery should be designed based 291 

on an equal monthly charge, similar to how ComEd collects for its Standard Metering 292 

Service Charge.   293 

  I will describe the necessary steps. 294 

 

Q HOW DO YOU PROPOSE TO ALLOCATE THE CUSTOMER APPLICATIONS 295 

COSTS AMONG THE RESIDENTIAL CLASSES? 296 

A I propose that the Customer Applications costs be allocated based on the 297 

proportionate share of weighted meter allocator costs as well, but scaled to limit the 298 

                                                 
6 Although the concept is similar, a difference between that case, ICC Docket 07-0540, and 

this case is that only three customer classes were used in Docket No. 07-0540 and, unlike this case, 
there was no clear-cut cost of service study allocation method in Docket No. 07-0540 that could 
accurately reflect how program costs could be recovered equitably from the range of delivery service 
classes. 

7 Final Order, February 6, 2008, Docket No 07-0540 at page 38. 
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recovery to the residential classes.  This is done by considering the relative 299 

proportions for each residential customer class.  For example, the Single Family 300 

without Space Heat class has a weighted meter allocator of 48.07%, as shown on 301 

Exhibit 1.1.  Combined, the residential classes’ weighted meter allocators sum to 302 

77.22%.  Therefore the Single Family without Space Heat class constitutes 62.25% of 303 

the residential total.  Other customer classes’ Customer Applications allocators are 304 

shown on IIEC Exhibit 1.2.  305 

 

Q HOW DO YOU DETERMINE THE COMPOSITE ALLOCATORS SHOWN ON IIEC 306 

EXHIBIT 1.2? 307 

A The Composite Allocators are determined as the weighted average of the Meter 308 

Allocator and the Customer Applications Allocator.  The weighting is approximately 309 

80% Meter Allocator and 20% Customer Applications Allocator.  These correspond to 310 

the relative costs of AMI Meters and Related Infrastructure costs and Customer 311 

Application costs, as shown in Table 1, above. 312 

  Utilizing these Composite Allocators, ComEd can apportion the recoverable 313 

AMI Pilot costs each quarter among each of the delivery service rate classes.  This 314 

will yield a total dollar to be recovered from each rate class.  ComEd can then divide 315 

the total dollars by the number of customers in each class to derive a monthly charge 316 

that can be recovered from each customer in the respective class.  317 
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Q CAN YOU ILLUSTRATE CHARGES THAT WOULD RESULT UNDER YOUR 318 

RECOMMENDED APPROACH? 319 

A Yes, IIEC Exhibit 1.3 shows sample monthly charges for each customer class, based 320 

on the recovery of $10 million in a quarter.8  To calculate the illustrative 321 

customer/service charges, I utilized customer/service counts from ComEd’s cost of 322 

service study provided in Docket No. 08-0532, the pending ComEd rate design 323 

investigation case.   324 

  I believe the recovery approach I recommend to recover AMI Pilot costs is an 325 

equitable cost recovery mechanism that reasonably tracks cost incurrence among the 326 

ComEd customer classes, and will be relatively straightforward for ComEd to 327 

calculate and administer over the duration of the Rider AMI Pilot period. 328 

 

Q IF THE USE OF A COST RECOVERY RIDER FOR AMI PILOT PROGRAMS IS 329 

NOT APPROVED IN THIS CASE, HOW WOULD YOU SUGGEST THE SUBJECT 330 

COSTS BE RECOVERED? 331 

A I would recommend that ComEd be permitted to defer and record these costs for 332 

recovery in its next rate case.  This has been the traditional approach of the 333 

Commission when it wishes to allow the utility the opportunity to recover costs 334 

incurred between rate cases.  ComEd would then reflect these costs in the revenue 335 

requirement approved by the Commission in the next rate case and collect them in 336 

base rates as it would its other costs and expenses.  This approach would give 337 

ComEd the opportunity to recovery the reasonably incurred and prudent expenditures 338 

associated with the AMI Pilot.  I believe it may also be appropriate to allow ComEd a 339 

carrying charge on these costs between rate cases in that event. 340 
                                                 

8 $10 million approximates the first quarter of Rider AMP Recovery Amount shown on ComEd 
Exhibit 5.02. 
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Q DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY? 341 

A Yes, it does. 342 
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 Qualifications of Robert R. Stephens 

 
Q PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 1 

A Robert R. Stephens. My business address is 16690 Swingley Ridge Road, Suite 140, 2 

Chesterfield, MO 63017. 3 

 

Q PLEASE STATE YOUR OCCUPATION. 4 

A I am a consultant in the field of public utility regulation and a principal with the firm of 5 

Brubaker & Associates, Inc., energy, economic and regulatory consultants. 6 

 

Q PLEASE STATE YOUR EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE. 7 

A I graduated from Southern Illinois University at Carbondale in 1984 with a Bachelor of 8 

Science degree in Engineering.  During college, I was employed by Central Illinois 9 

Public Service Company in the Gas Department.  Upon graduation, I accepted a 10 

position as a Mechanical Engineer at the Illinois Department of Energy and Natural 11 

Resources.  In the summer of 1986, I accepted a position as Energy Planner with City 12 

Water, Light and Power, a municipal electric and water utility in Springfield, Illinois.  13 

My duties centered on integrated resource planning and the design and 14 

administration of load management programs. 15 

From July 1989 to June 1994, I was employed as a Senior Economic Analyst 16 

in the Planning and Operations Department of the Staff of the Illinois Commerce 17 

Commission.  In this position, I reviewed utility filings and prepared various reports 18 

and testimony for use by the Commission.  From June 1994 to August 1997, I worked 19 

directly with a Commissioner as an Executive Assistant.  In this role, I provided 20 
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technical and policy analyses on a broad spectrum of issues related to the electric, 1 

gas, telecommunications and water utility industries. 2 

In May 1996, I graduated from the University of Illinois at Springfield with a 3 

Master of Business Administration degree.   4 

In August 1997, I joined Brubaker & Associates, Inc. as a Consultant.  Since 5 

that time, I have participated in the analysis of various utility rate and restructuring 6 

matters in several states and the evaluation of power supply proposals for clients.  I 7 

am currently a Principal in the firm. 8 

The firm of Brubaker & Associates, Inc. provides consulting services in the 9 

field of energy procurement and public utility regulation to many clients, including 10 

large industrial and institutional customers, some utilities, and on occasion, state 11 

regulatory agencies.  More specifically, we provide analysis of energy procurement 12 

options based on consideration of prices and reliability as related to the needs of the 13 

client; prepare rate, feasibility, economic and cost of service studies relating to energy 14 

and utility services; prepare depreciation and feasibility studies relating to utility 15 

service; assist in contract negotiations for utility services; and provide technical 16 

support to legislative activities. 17 

In addition to our main office in St. Louis, the firm also has branch offices in 18 

Phoenix, Arizona and Corpus Christi, Texas. 19 
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VERIFICATION

Robert R. Stephens, being duly swom, deposes and states as follows:

1. Affiant is Robert R. Stephens. He is employed as a Consultant by Brubaker &

Associates, Inc., in Chesterfield, Missouri.

2. Affiant is a witness for the Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (IIBC) in the

above-entitled proceeding.

3. Affiant prepared direct testimony (IIEC Exhibit 1.0) for submission in this proceeding

on behalf of IIEC.

4. Under penalties as provided by law pursuant to Section 1-109 of the Code of Civil

Procedure, Affiant certifies that the statements set forth in his direct testimony, and in this

statement are true and correct in all respects.

'";f{rW-;2~
Bruoaker & Associates
16690 Swingley Ridge, Suite 140
Chesterfield, MO 63017

NOTARY PUBLIC
MARIA E. DECKER

N~~ry PUblic - Notary Seal
ATE OF MISSOURI

M . ~t. Louis City
YCommIssIon Expires' M

Commission # 09706~y 5,2013
"'....,,~~ 93

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public, on this 24th day of July,

()
Ii0

tl

2009.


